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Mr. Matt Kean MP 

Chair of Joint Standing Committee On the Office of the Valuer General 
Parliament House Sydney 

Date: 1/3/2013 

Dear Sir, 

Re: Inquiry Into The Land Valuation System 

I have been made aware of the above inquiry and would seek to make the following 
submission. 

I am a qualified Valuer of some 35 years standing, I am also a member of the 
Australian Property Institute as well as a qualified Land Economist. 

Included in my portfolio are well over  worth of properties so I believe 
that I am more than qualified to submit my views to you given my yearly Land Tax 
bill is in excess of  

The current system is unwieldy, inefficient and discriminatory. 

Not only does the method of calculating the rating base appear flawed it would put 
it to you that it fails at every level to meet best practices as individual properties are 
not inspected, a mass approach is adopted and such a valuation methodology I 
suggest is illegal. Elementary principles dictate that at it’s lowest level the role of the 
Valuer is to inspect the property! I am also minded to believe that the current level 
of taxation has been set on a “politically acceptable” basis. 

Putting all of that to one side I would also submit to you that the objection process 
is confusing, perhaps deliberately so, to a point where I would suggest that a layman 
would have great difficulty in understanding the objection system and being able to 
lodge a meaningful objection that can successfully raise pertinent issues. 

The LPI’s staff do not understand valuation principles and are unhelpful. 

I can happily give you specific instances of difficulties encountered if that is of use. 

By way of demonstration of a typical issue I note that if a property is held as a 
trustee situation then no threshold applies whereas if it is held as a corporate or 
individual situation then the threshold does apply. This can mean the difference of 
$8,200 between entities. This is hardly fair nor transparent. I suggest that the 
Committee should go to a grass roots level where it can investigate whether a wider, 
more fairly based system of taxation is appropriate. 

 






